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1     Introduction 
 To date the UK has shied away from the concept of creating a department for 

homeland security. In some cases this has been because the Home Office (i.e., 

the Home Department) has been of a substantial size that to introduce such a 

remit would be too overbearing. Since the creation of the Ministry of Justice by 

the New Labour Government, many of the functions of the Home Department 

have been transferred. Using an interview of a victim of retaliatory feedback 

against their academic conference, this paper reviews the effectiveness of the US 

Department for Homeland Security and federal law in dealing with cybercrime, 

as well as looking at what lessons can be learned for an enhanced Home Office 

in the UK, which would be a department of homeland security in all but name. 

The paper suggests that by military personnel being part of the Home Office 

when they are at home, and the Ministry of Defence (MoD) when they are away, 

a greater amount of law enforcement time currently carried out by police consta-

bles can instead be spend on issues like cybercrime, such as through the newly 

created National Crime Agency (NCA). Military personnel would only need to 

change their uniforms to look like police officers, yet have the necessary powers, 

meaning the existence of a standing army could be reduced. It would also allow 

the Department of International Development to merge with the MoD to focus on 

peace keeping and overseas development. By moving mainstream public-facing 

police constables onto crime solving duties like cybercrime, within the NCA, such 

as dealing with retaliatory feedback, could make online faults more effectively 

dealt with. This could then lead to conferring the duties for community policing 

onto local authorities, who would engage more affordable community wardens, 

who could be accountable to Police and Crime Commissioners.  

2     Retaliatory Feedback as a Homeland Security 
Issue 

 Retaliatory feedback has been a major problem in terms of online auction sites, 

where reputation systems designed to allow users to decide whether to trust a 

buyer or seller, are either misused or misunderstood ( Malaga 2013 ). Retaliatory 

feedback can take the form of providing negative feedback in response to another 

person ’ s negative feedback, or  “ feedback extortion ”  where a user threatens to 

leave bad feedback if one party does not accede to a request that did not form 

part of the original contract ( Malaga 2013 ). In terms of eBay it has been argued 

that retaliatory feedback is not as widespread as one might think, because recip-
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rocating to positive feedback is around 50%, which is higher than the retaliation 

figure, but significantly less than a default positive response ( Beyene et al. 2008 ). 

 Whilst it might not be immediately obvious that retaliatory feedback is a 

homeland security issue, one needs to understand the cultural differences in 

how homeland security is measured. In the UK the Home Office is responsible for 

dealing with cybercrime, including cyber-terrorism, meaning retaliatory feedback 

is already within its remit. It was the Home Office that brought in the UK ’ s privacy 

laws embodied in the Data Protection Act 1998 (repealing the 1984 Act). Many may 

also not see retaliatory feedback beyond the leaving of bad reviews by those who 

were left bad reviews. However, if one considers the existence of Operation Viral 

Peace, where the US Government are actively trolling Jihadists online, then it can 

be seen that it is as much a national security issue as any other form of cybercrime 

( Mali 2014 ). The Arab Spring Uprisings showed that the posting of provocative 

and intentionally damaging images, videos and other electronic communications, 

are effective in creating propaganda. The recording of the killing of US-journal-

ist James Foley, was likely to have been an edit of a knife being put to his throat 

with no impact (there was no dripping blood), along with an audio dubbing of an 

English accent, fully staged for mass impact. Equally, the abusive message was not 

likely to be the person speaking in the video, because the email was more of a rant 

with only one word being emphasised, whereas the video voice-over was eloquent, 

almost like an actor, with more moments of emphasis throughout. With social and 

mass media playing an important role in international terrorism, it is no longer 

suitable for electronic communications laws to sit alongside culture and sport, 

as they do in the UK at present. Such laws and other measures should be placed 

firmly within the remit of homeland security, as what may seem minor issues in 

relation to petty every-day acts of abuse, such as Olympic diver Tom Daley being 

told on Twitter he left his late father down after not winning a medal, can have 

huge economic and security consequences for businesses and government alike.  

3     The UK and US Legal Systems and  Governmental 
Framework 

 The US legal system is based around the existence of federal law, state law and reg-

ulatory authorities. The UK ’ s legal systems are similar in that there is UK law, which 

like US federal law can affect all the regions within the country, and then there are 

the separate legal systems in the respective regions and jurisdictions (i.e., England 

& Wales, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland), which operate similarly to US 

state law. At the time of going to press there was talk of creating a jurisdiction for 
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England, which might result in the discontinuance of the “England & Wales” one. 

The main difference is that unlike the US, where there are courts for the federal, 

state and regulatory levels, there is near enough a common court structure in the 

UK with regional variations, with the Supreme Court in London being the highest 

court in the land. In addition the UK is subject to rulings from the Court of Justice 

of the European Union (CJEU), which has direct effect, and also from the European 

Court of Human Rights (ECtHR), whose decisions are not automatically binding. 

These similarities thus make it easier to conduct a comparative analysis of how 

the US and UK legal systems do and can respond to retaliatory feedback, for the 

purposes of reforming the way the UK handles the problem. There have been dis-

cussions on reforming the UK’s relationship with the EU and ECtHR.  

4     Comparing the Effectiveness of US Federal 
and State Law and UK Law in Relation 
to  Cybercrime in the Backdrop of the US 
 Department for Homeland Security 

 The methodology chosen for this investigation was based around an interview 

with a victim of retaliatory feedback. The interviewee is part of the WORLDCOMP 

series of conferences, which was targeted with an online hate campaign following 

rejecting a proposal for a workshop session from the troller. The troller took part 

in acts where they were essentially saying that WORLDCOMP was a fake confer-

ence and that people should not submit to it. The interview aided in exploring the 

effectiveness of US federal laws and to a minor extent the state laws of Florida, 

where the troll conducting the retaliatory feedback was based, through an online 

interviewing approach. Some approaches to online interviewing involve observ-

ing participants posting messages and then responding to them ( James and 

Busher 2009 ). After attempting this with the JISC-hosted academic discussion 

lists of Support Vector Machines (SUPPORT-VECTOR-MACHINES), PhD Design 

(PHD-DESIGN) and Operational Research (ORNET), it proved to perpetuate the 

problem rather than understand and deal with it, as can be seen from  Figure 1  . 

 Conducting an interview with the party affected by the retaliatory feedback 

thus seemed most appropriate. Those affecting by online interactions often develop 

their own social order to cope with the different experiences thrown at them ( James 

and Busher 2009 : p. 27), so interviewing the participant directly avoided any con-

flict with administrators as was the case when attempts were made to discuss the 

matter on the JISC mailing lists, as the example presented in  Figure 1 . The interview 
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took place by email using the processes proposed by ( James and Busher 2009 : pp. 

12 – 15, p. 22). In addition to the interview the laws are discussed in relation to how 

they are placed within the literature in order to provide context to the interview.  

5    Malicious Communications Laws in the US and UK 
 The Malicious Communications Act 1988 (MCA) in the UK prohibits the sending of 

a letter or an article ,  whether electronic or otherwise, that is indecent, offensive, 

or threatening with the intention of causing distress or anxiety to the recipient 

( Bishop 2013 ;  Gowland 2013 ;  Tarapdar and Kellett 2013 ). A related law in the UK 

is the Communications Act 2003, which in Section 127 introduced two offences of 

sending or causing to be sent  “ a message or other matter that is grossly offensive 

or of an indecent, obscene or menacing character ”  via a public communications 

network as well as an offence of causing  “ annoyance, inconvenience or needless 

anxiety to another ”  in the same manner. The equivalent federal law in the US to 

these is 47 U.S. Code  §  223 on  “ Obscene or harassing telephone calls in the District 

 Figure 1      Examples of Outcomes of Trying to Research Retaliatory Feedback on the PHD Design 

Discussion Group.    
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of Columbia or in interstate or foreign communications ”  ( Cannon 1996 ). The MCA 

was made in 1988 and 47 U.S. Code  §  223 was made in 1996. These were made in 

the early days of the Internet ’ s adoption and in the case of the MCA it required an 

amendment in order to explicitly cover electronic materials ( Bishop 2013 ). This 

problem of legislation often being out of date was raised by the interviewee.  “  The 

ultimate problem is that changes in technology occur much faster than changes 

in the law , ”  she said.  “  As such, the law is  ‘ behind on the times ’  when it comes to 

cyber-related crimes , ”  with her concluding that  “  Enforcement of the law is also a 

huge obstacle because many agencies are uncomfortable dealing with this sort of 

thing without much (or any) precedent   –   and they do not want to spend the time 

and money to do so.  ”   

6     Defamation and False Personation Laws 
in the US and UK 

 In the US, the federal law of 18 USC Chapter 43  §  911 prohibits the false personation 

of a citizen of the US. In the UK false personation is covered by the Protection from 

Harassment Act 1997 through Section 2A(3) which prohibits  “ publishing any state-

ment or other material (i) relating or purporting to relate to a person, or (ii) pur-

porting to originate from a person. ”  As can be seen from Figure 3, this was a major 

issue for the interviewee, whose colleague had been a victim of personation.  “  [An 

FBI Agent] indicated that because the conduct (of false personation) does not target 

the government or a large group of people, that he could not do anything about it,  ”  

she said.  “  Another agent indicated that because no federal identifying documents 

were used to impersonate (a colleague) and others, and instead, the individual 

simply sent emails using a colleague ’ s and other ’ s names, the FBI could not do any-

thing, ”   she stated. Such issues are not necessarily present in the UK as the Protec-

tion from Harassment Act 1997 allows for both action by the police authorities and 

the individual to take action through the civil courts. Asked about the effectiveness 

of the courts procedure the interviewee ’ s position was clear.  “  As far as due process 

of the respondent in these cases  –  clearly they get more than enough notice and 

opportunity to be heard, ”   she said.  “  The due process aspect of the law is sufficient , ”  

but stated;  “  It is the protection of the rights of complainants part, both on a criminal 

and civil level, that needs improvement in cyber/internet related matters . ”  

 In terms of defamation the laws of the UK have lagged behind the US for 

decades at a time. The Communications Decency Act of 1996 introduced the 

federal law 47 U.S.C.  §  230 on  “ the protection for private blocking and screen-

ing of offensive material. ”  This gave publishers immunity from prosecution for 
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information carried on their platform written by someone other than them. In 

the UK by comparison, the Defamation Act 1996 provided that a publisher is as 

liable for any defamatory content as the person posting it via their service. This 

has led to information society service providers in the UK, such as Heart Internet 

Limited, to have blanket policies of requesting the removal of content believed to 

be defamatory or in breach of copyright, which has seen them issued with court 

proceedings on at least two occasions. Heart Internet Limited ’ s actions were chal-

lenged under the Electronic Commerce (EC Directive) Regulations 2002 which 

prohibits information society service providers from allowing or carrying out 

any unlawful acts. The Digital Economy Act 2010 in the UK put in place arrange-

ments for copyright disputes to be resolved without the involvement of informa-

tion society service providers and The Defamation Act 2013 reduced the liability 

to them for alleged defamation if they provided the contact details of the person 

who is alleged to have committed defamation. Such policies if they existed in the 

US might have helped the organisers of WORLDCOMP in collecting evidence that 

the person who is believed to be posting the unlawful content was responsible. In 

terms of civil litigation, the Electronic Commerce (EC Directive) Regulations 2002 

provide an effective means for either the person who is a victim of defamation or a 

victim of false allegations of defamation, or indeed any other fault, to bring legal 

action against an information society service provider.  

7    Harassment and Stalking Laws in the US and UK 
 In the UK the Protection from Harassment Act 1997 prohibits a course of conduct 

that  “  amounts to harassment of another, and which (a person) knows or ought to 

know amounts to harassment of the other.  ”  The equivalent laws in the US are 18 

USC  §  2261A on  “ stalking ”  and 18 USC  §  875 on  “ interstate communications. ”  To 

prove that a person has been a victim of harassment in the UK it needs to be 

shown that there was a  “ course of conduct ”  of at least two connected incidents 

that could be perceived by a reasonable person to amount to harassment. The 

advantage of the UK system is that legal action can be brought under the same 

legislation in both the civil courts and the criminal courts. Even so, as the inter-

viewee explained, the civil route is not always easy.  “  Civil remedies are a little 

more effective (than criminal ones) simply because the burden of proof is lower , ”  

she said.  “  However, the frustration with pursuing on a civil matter is that it moves 

very slow, it is expensive, and we are limited as to what we can do/request , ”  she 

continued.  “  We would be able to do more with a criminal charge. It is also very easy 

for the respondent in a civil case to delay matters over and over again . ”  
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 In the UK and US there are strong principles in terms of allowing injunctions 

to prohibit a particular action or mandate a specific act. In the case of harass-

ment, the Protection from Harassment Act 1997 provides for special  “ restraining 

orders ”  to prevent  “ future courses of conduct. ”  The disadvantage to this for the 

person subject to it is that the injunction is marked  “ future courses of conduct, ”  

even if the injunction was agreed on a no-blame or non-conviction basis. Another 

difficulty is that an injunction has to be directed at a legal or natural person, 

meaning it is not as easy to prevent specific postings via specific information 

society service providers as the interviewee explains.  “  In a civil case, we can 

theoretically ask for a temporary injunction for the postings and attacks to stop, ”   

she said.  “  [H]owever, if the individual respondent is denying that he/she is the 

one making the postings, or if he/she asks someone else to, it defeats the purpose 

and the injunction essentially does nothing without a final judgment . ”  This shows 

the importance of making it easier for those bringing civil cases to be allowed to 

easily obtain the identity of the person posting malicious content about them so 

that the injunction can be made against them directly, which makes it applicable 

to all arenas.  

8     Incitement, Interference and Public Order Laws 
in the US and UK 

 There are two major laws in the UK affecting public order that have been used 

to tackle Internet trolling. These are the Serious Crimes Act 2007 and the Public 

Order Act 1986. The first was used in the aftermath of the 2011 UK riots to pros-

ecute a number of people for setting up Facebook pages to encourage riots in their 

locality, including in the case of Anthony Gristock and Jamie Counsel ( Mugabi 

and Bishop In Press ;  Newburn 2012 ;  Bishop 2014a ). The second has been used 

in the case of Liam Stacey, who was a student at Swansea University that posted 

racist remarks on Twitter in the aftermath of the cardiac arrest of footballer 

Fabrice Muamba. One of the most relevant US laws similar to these is the federal 

law 18 USC  §  1951 on  “ interference with commerce by threats or violence, ”  also 

called the Hobbs Act 1988. But for the interviewee it appeared the existence of 

such laws, including ones at state level that were more specific, offered little to 

assist them.  “  [W]e have not received much help on a state law level either, ”  she 

said.  “ Many state law enforcement agencies do not want to deal with this kind of 

situation because they simply do not know how  –  so, we initially had to deal with 

a fight back and forth as to which agency had proper jurisdiction to handle the 

matter . ”  In the circumstances where they did get state authorities involved, little 
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progress was made.  “  After weeks of  ‘ investigating ’  and having one simple conver-

sation with the individual who denied his involvement, the state law enforcement 

agency indicated that they had to close the case , ”  she said.  “  It was explained that 

although the conduct does fit the definition of a statutory crime in this state, that 

it would only be a misdemeanour and the case would involve too much time and 

money to investigate for them to move forward because it will be difficult to prove 

that the individual was the individual behind a certain computer at a certain time 

in order to meet the  ‘ beyond reasonable doubt ’  standard of proof that is required 

for a crime to stand , ”  concluding that  “  [i]f it was considered a felony, they would 

be more inclined to investigate further, but that it would still be difficult to prove the 

standard required . ”   

9     Anti-Terrorism and Surveillance Laws 
in the US and UK 

 In the US, the Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act 1994 (47 

USC  §  §  1001 – 1010) on  “ interception of digital and other communications ”  is 

intended to preserve the ability of law enforcement officials to conduct electronic 

surveillance effectively and efficiently, despite the deployment of new digital 

technologies and wireless services that have altered the character of electronic 

surveillance ( Moloney Figliola 2005 ). CALEA requires telecommunications car-

riers to modify their equipment, facilities, and services, wherever reasonably 

achievable, to ensure that they are able to comply with authorized electronic sur-

veillance actions ( Moloney Figliola 2005 ). Similar legislation has existed in the 

UK since the 1980s, namely with the Interception of Communications Act 1981 

and the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000. The UK ’ s Terrorism Act 

2006 provides remedies for offences that involve promoting acts of terror and the 

US ’ s PATRIOT Act provides the same there. 

 As the interviewee explained, however, making use of these pieces of leg-

islation can be difficult.  “ I spoke to a few FBI agents who indicated that there is 

nothing they could do, ”  she said.  “ As such, I did some research and sent them the 

statutes that I found that could apply for them to review and let me know if they can 

help, ”  she continued.  “ Basically, we are dealing with an individual whose conduct 

is falling through the cracks of what the federal agencies are willing to do, ”  she 

said.  “ With that said, the last FBI agent that I just referred to still wants to help and 

indicates that he tries to talk to people within his agency to see if there is anything 

that can be done. However, we have yet to hear anything. ”  These laws, in both the 

UK and the US, could be effective for allowing those bringing legal cases to access 
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the identity of their abuser, but as the interviewee explains, the system is not fit 

for purpose.  “ Although there are more  ‘ remedies ’  in a civil case for cyber-attacks 

such as this, there are still too many loopholes in the law as it is now for cyber-

attacks and internet conduct in order for those remedies to effectively serve their 

intended purpose, ”  she said.  

10     Reforming the UK ’ s Home Department into 
a Department for Homeland Security 

 The Home Department has undergone a significant amount of restructuring over 

the period of its existence. Under the New Labour Government of 1997 to 2010 

this mammoth of a department was split with responsibility for the constitutional 

and administrative law being transferred to a newly created Ministry of Justice. 

Furthermore, under the Coalition Government that came to power in 2010 a new 

National Crime Agency was created, as well as Police and Crime Commissioners. 

The benefit of this is that it now creates an opportunity for the Home Department 

to take on duties found in the US Department of Homeland Security. The US ’ s 

Department of Homeland Security included a new unified military command and 

a fundamental reorganising of the FBI, in order to secure the homeland in a way 

that encompasses every level of government and the cooperation of the public 

and the private sector ( Bush 2002 ).  

11    Reforming Legal Principles 
 In UK law and many common law jurisdictions like the US, there are core prin-

ciples needed to prove most criminal offences, namely actus reus and mens rea. 

In terms of mens rea, this is becoming less important in the UK legal system in 

relation to trolling, with its merits being questioned by academics in this regard 

( Bishop 2010 ;  Edwards 2012 ;  Edwards et al. 2013 ) as well as judges, such as in 

the case of DPP v Chambers. It has been argued that in terms of cyberattacks, 

it is more difficult to understand whether mens rea would be satisfied in most 

cases, and that to do so would require supervisory control over national cyber-

security efforts to be transferred from the Department of Homeland Security 

( Miller 2014 ). This section will therefore explore not only actus reus, but two tests 

that could replace mens rea, namely  “ malum reus ”  and  “ pertinax reus ”  ( Bishop 

2012 ;  Bishop 2013 ). The section explains why further use of these terms in a wider 

application of them to the law is founded on essential concepts for legal justice.  
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12    No Fault No Crime  –  The Concept of Actus Reus 
 There is a long established principle that one should not be able to be prosecuted 

for an action that was not a criminal or civil fault at the time that act was com-

mitted, which is embodied in the legal test of actus reus. This is enshrined in 

UK law through the Human Rights Act 1998, which implemented the European 

Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). This is based on the UN Universal Declara-

tion of Human Rights, which the US have also agreed to. The ECHR in gives room 

for manoeuvre as it could be interpreted to mean that if a person thought an act 

committed against them was a  “ crime ”  that even if it was not an  “ offence ”  that it 

could be prosecuted. This is what happens with the law of tort, where a person 

can be found to have breached someone ’ s civil rights for an act that might not 

have previously existed but falls within an established set of wrongs (i.e., torts). 

It has been strongly argued that the legal system should be based on dualism 

( Bishop 2014a ;  Mugabi and Bishop In Press ), which is where a legal system puts 

both the complainant and the respondent on trial at the same time, and both 

the civil and criminal faults, torts and offences respectively, are considered at 

the same hearing. In the case of retaliatory feedback, this would mean that the 

police authorities could bring a case with less risk as even if they did not meet the 

threshold for beyond reasonable doubt, a case could still be won on the balance 

of probabilities. Examples of evidence that could show actus reus are presented 

in  Figure 2  , which includes websites showing  “ WORLDCOMP, FAKE ”  in large 

text (left) and the results of Google Scholar, showing 815 results for papers that 

appeared in WORLDCOMP proceedings (right).  

13    No Injury No Crime  –  The Concept of Malum Reus 
 One of the major problems in the treatment of Internet trolls is the unequal appli-

cation of the law to the same circumstances, and worse still the prosecution of 

people for offences where there was no clear victim, or where the comments 

made could not be considered to go beyond the discourses expected in a demo-

cratic society. The concept of malum reus has therefore been defined as a means 

to determine whether someone (i.e., the complainant or respondent) has actually 

been harmed by a specific action. Posting a message to one ’ s friends and not 

intending it for wide distribution exempts one from prosecution in the UK, as are 

posts deleted soon after they are created ( Starmer 2013 ). In terms of the interview-

ee ’ s WORLDCOMP conference it is quite easy to see the damage done by them. 

The malicious comments by their troll led to many people wrongly thinking the 
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conference was fake, as the troll has search engine optimised a series of websites 

making the allegations. WORLDCOMP is not a fake conference, but the fact the 

mistruths were propagated, including between fellow academics, gave the allega-

tions credibility through the concept of social proof, which is where if a person 

one knows says something it is more believable ( Bishop 2014b ). Even so, this fact 

did nothing to help bring prosecution against the person trolling the organisers 

of WORLDCOMP with retaliatory feedback as the authorities were not interested. 

 Figure 2      False Allegations WORLDCOMP is Fake (top), Evidence of 815 WORLCOMP Papers 

Since 2010 (bottom).    
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The alternative therefore was to use the civil courts at state level, but the lack of 

access to investigatory powers using this route hampers such action in terms of 

getting absolute proof. In the UK, it has been argued that the Police Information 

Technology Office (PITO), the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) and the 

Home Office must share responsibility for the fact that there is still no national 

intelligence IT system, nor even a system which flags up to police forces that there 

is intelligence held on an individual by another police force, beyond those added 

to the Police National Computer by local police ( Bichard 2004 ). It has been recom-

mended that surveillance should be collected by the new National Crime Agency 

and made available to solicitors who want to bring action on behalf of their clients 

( Bishop 2014a ). This would mean that those who are victims of crime could have 

the benefits available to major cases that the FBI and other agencies within US 

Department for Homeland Security has without needing to navigate the criminal 

law system, which has been so fruitless for the organisers of WORLDCOMP trying 

to defend against false accusations claiming they are a fake conference.     

14     No History No Crime  –  The Concept of Pertinax 
Reus 

 An emerging feature in relation to Internet trolling laws in and the guidance around 

their use is the concept that a person should not be prosecuted for a single one-off 

act of Internet trolling ( Starmer 2013 ). The UK ’ s Protection from Harassment Act 

 Figure 3      The Effects of False Personation on WORLDCOMP.    
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1997 states that a person must  “  not pursue a course of conduct which amounts to 

harassment of another and is intended to amount to harassment of that person; or 

occurs in circumstances where it would appear to a reasonable person that it would 

amount to harassment of that person . ”  And its Communications Act 2003 says a 

person commits a fault if  “  for the purpose of causing annoyance, inconvenience or 

needless anxiety to another they persistently make use of a public electronic commu-

nications network . ”  The US federal law, 18 USC  §  2265A, on  “ repeat offenders ”  pro-

vides that prior domestic violence or stalking convictions doubles the maximum 

sentence allowed under federal law for such an offence ( Kapley and Cooke 2007 ). 

In the UK, offences that involve content of a homophobic or disabilist nature can 

have sentences extended by section 146 of the Criminal Justice Act 2003 and section 

145 of that act provides for extended sentences where an offence is aggravated by 

racial or religious characteristics. Amendments to the Malicious Communications 

Act 1988 are likely to mean trolling cases can result in jail terms of 2 years. 

 The concept of pertinax reus states that a person needs to have been proven to 

have committed an unlawful act on more than one occasion for there to be significant 

evidence to show that it is in the public interest to try someone for a fault. Some faults 

might be superfluous in nature, especially where a person is of good character and 

are being brought to trial for reasons other than judicial ones, such as where the aim 

is to censor someone from posting legitimate criticisms of public figures online or 

about those who are members of public authorities with law enforcement powers. 

This is especially true in the case of mistreatment of journalists, who face regular 

allegations of harassment for investigating wrongdoings, who are supposed to be 

protected by the Human Rights Act 1998 in the UK, but that has not stopped its police 

from issuing  “ police information notices ”  warning of potential criminal action if the 

journalist does not cease a course of conduct the police consider harassment. This, 

however, shows the difficulty in establishing pertinax reus, as it would be unfair for 

unproven allegations of harassment or similar to be used as an example of past form 

when their merits have not been considered by an impartial tribunal. Reforming the 

law so that the law enforcement authorities have to prove that a person met the test of 

malum reus in relation to their alleged course of conduct for the same fault on more 

than one occasion might be appropriate for summary offences (misdemeanours in 

the US). In other words, it might be that a person would have to be proven to be a 

repeat offender on their first hearing, rather than at a succession of hearings, before 

pertinax reus can be proven, as is the case with conditional discharges. Clearly, 

indictable offences (felonies in the US) would result in pertinax reus being based on 

the likelihood of the person to reoffend and the magnitude of the malum reus caused, 

with homicide being at the top end of the scale and name-calling at the bottom end. 

 As can be seen in  Figure 4  , there is a clear and concerted effort to damage 

the reputation of the WORLDCOMP series of conferences with false allegations 
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that they are fake. Under UK law it might be simple to prove that this amounts to 

a  “ course of conduct ”  within the meaning of the Protection from Harassment Act 

1997. If as the interviewee suggested that the person making these posts did so 

out of retaliation for being denied the right to run a conference session, then the 

actions are related within the meaning of DPP v Lau and as there are at least two 

of them then a course of conduct exists, meaning action can be brought through 

either the criminal or civil courts.  

15     Integrating the Home Department with 
the Armed Forces and Security Services 

 Reducing the size of standing armies would appear to be consigned to the early 20th 

century, with few discussing the issue in recent time ( Boynton 1929 ;  Binnendijk and 

Kugler 2006 ;  Brown 2006 ). Reducing the size of the UK ’ s standing army was part 

of the UK Government ’ s agenda in the 2010s, but this was solely because of its ide-

ology around public spending cuts, as opposed to any peace agenda. One might 

wish to argue that this was short-sighted, as in the Winter Storms of 2013 and 2014, 

the government needed to draft in the military to deal with the near disaster situa-

tion. It has been proposed that Army Reserves become part of the National Crime 

 Figure 4      Evidence that Repeated Attempts have been made to Damage WORLDCOMP.    
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Agency ( Bishop 2014a ), and this section goes further to argue that when the mili-

tary are at home they should be part of the NCA and when they are part of opera-

tions abroad they should be part of the Ministry of Defence (MoD). Ideally the UK 

Government ’ s Department for International Development could then become part 

of MoD to focus on peace keeping as much as military engagements in general. On 

this basis, it would appear that integrating the Home Department with the aspects 

of the armed forces based on the UK mainland could offer benefits for both strategic 

and financial reasons. Indeed it has been argued that the Home Office must demon-

strate a  “ tight ship, ”  with consistency between resource allocation and objectives, as 

well as the monitoring of resource use and effectiveness ( Stockdale et al. 1999 ). One 

might debate whether this enhanced Home Department with the strategic resources 

currently available to the Ministry of Defence should be renamed from  “ The Home 

Office ”  to  “ The Department for Homeland Security, ”  but such a decision would 

need to consider the political factors at the time. There is generally a mood in the UK 

against the armed forces being on the streets of the UK, meaning the use of the word 

 “ Homeland Security ”  would give weight to the fact that those members of the armed 

forces are not involved in  “ military operations ”  at home, especially as they could 

be uniformed according to the duties they are engaged in  –  such as police uniforms 

when they are seeking to quell any riots. Recent killings by the police of members 

of the public displaying suicidal tendencies might suggest that the role the military 

play in policing would be best confined to rioting and other areas where incident 

management skills for defusing situations are not an essential requirement.  

16    Towards a  “ Community Command ”  
 The concept of a community command has been proposed following the introduc-

tion of Police Crime Commissioners (PCCs) and the National Crime Agency ( Bishop 

2014a ). Such a system introduces PCCs as the intermediary between national agen-

cies and community response teams, as can be seen in  Figure 5  . Any actions that 

need to be taken by the NCA at community level would need the attention of the 

local Police and Crime Commissioner in the first instance. Indeed it has been 

argued that the Home Office must also help reduce reoffending and ensure that 

chief officers (or perhaps PCCs) have access to the right level of physical, mental 

and forensic services for those who come into contact with the policy ( Fowles and 

Wilson 2009 ). The role of the NCA in assisting the bringing of civil claims through 

allowing registered legal service providers like solicitors and direct access bar-

risters to access evidence stored securely by the NCS, which could include CCTV, 

would better provide for justice without the involvement of criminal law and make 

brining civil claims less fruitless. Other academics have different views for related 
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purposes, such as arguing that the Home Office needs to drop data retention and 

start again, perhaps with a targeted preservation scheme such as is used in the 

US ( Munir and Yasin 2003 ). This might be satisfied through the time stamping of 

CCTV in an encrypted format that is only decrypted when a complaint is made. 

 Figure 5  shows a setup of how the NCA, PCCs, local authorities, the court and tri-

bunals, solicitors and members of the public could cooperate to resolve disputes 

amicably outside of the criminal justice system where possible. 

 It has been argued that IT across the police service as a whole is not fit for 

purpose, to the detriment of the police ’ s ability to fulfil their basic mission of 

preventing crime and disorder and that the Home Office must make revolu-

tionising police through IT a top priority ( Fowles and Wilson 2012 ). It has also 

been argued that the Home Office needs to make use of modern communication 

methods to develop a strategy for providing local crime information that is useful 

and relevant ( Buchanan and Coulson 2007 ). Furthermore, some have suggested 

that Home Office could more readily involve other Government Departments, 

local authorities, and agencies outside government in the crime prevention field 

( Gilling 2000 ). The dualist approach presented in  Figure 5  to enable such coop-

eration to prepare and protect communities and at the prevent crime and pursue 

those committing faults might be the solution. Police officers are now deemed to 

be expensive and the Home Office must be satisfied that as far as is practicable, 

any increases in police numbers are likely to be cost-effective ( Loveday 1990 ). As 

since the coming to power of the Coalition Government there have been reduc-

tion in police numbers, then the dualist system in  Figure 5  depending on more 

affordable  “ community wardens ”  with investigation of offences carried out by 

 Figure 5      A Dualist Model of Law Enforcement Linking Agencies Through a  “ Community 

Command. ”     
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legal aid funded solicitors and related teams could offer better value for money 

than police constables who have more powers than they are able to use in a fair 

and consistent manner.  

17     Increasing Community Cohesion and Social 
Integration 

 It has been argued that the Home Office needs to stand back from its dominance of 

governance once it strengthens the role of police authorities as an equal partner 

in governance ( Collier and Hartley 2008 ), which may be more possible now with 

the introduction of Police and Crime Commissioners (PCCs). These PCCs could 

provide for this if enhanced through greater collaboration with other government 

agencies including local authorities and the NCA. 

 The New Labour Government said they would be  “ tough on crime and tough 

on the causes of crime, ”  but as has been argued elsewhere, all that happened 

was they were tough on crime through the introduction of new offences, but 

soft on the causes. For instance, it has been argued for decades that the Home 

Office need to combat illiteracy among adult prisoners and in so doing contrib-

ute to the raising of reading standards among the general public ( Palfrey 1974 ), 

yet the Coalition Government that came to power in 2010 has sought to reduce 

the opportunities for prisoners to engage with literary works such as books, 

reducing opportunities for the education and rehabilitation of offenders, who 

would otherwise have the opportunity to have discussions of a more accept-

able fashion common among those with wealth, who are often in their minds 

worthy art critics. It has been argued for a lengthy period also that if probation 

services are to become more effective in reducing the use of custody for punish-

ment as opposed to rehabilitation, such as by effectively containing offenders 

in the community, then the Home Office must give the lead and develop a coher-

ent criminal justice philosophy which is applied consistently ( Gadd 1989 ). The 

encouragement of greater dialogue between communities and former convicts 

as a means to build trust cannot be underestimated. The fact that so many 

prisoners are released without state benefits or housing in place means the 

opportunity for integration of them into communities is reduced. Therefore it 

may be that the introduction of a  “ Community Command ”  that allows for a 

partnership between the Home Office, the NCA and community organisations 

such as local authorities, as argued by others ( Collier and Hartley 2008 ), which 

will mean it will be possible to be both tough on crime and tough on the causes 

of crime.  
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18    Discussion 
 Retaliatory feedback is a major problem on the Internet, especially since the 

ability to post content to the Internet without being caught is easily done. As 

shown in this paper, even in environments like academia, retaliation is likely to 

follow any kind of rejection. As explored in this paper, the Internet troller posted 

malicious articles online to try to damage the reputation of the organiser of a 

series of conferences called WORLDCOMP. His allegations state they WORLD-

COMP is a fake conference, which are false. Such untrue claims were made when 

the troller had a conference session rejected by the organisers. This paper inter-

viewed one of the organizers to ask how they went about dealing with retaliatory 

feedback, and especially their involvement with law enforcement agencies such 

as the FBI, which is now part of the US Department of Homeland Security. 

 Through this interview it has been shown that the laws and technologies exist 

to identify those involved in such abuses, but that the legal system as it stands 

is too focused on the use of state-run law enforcement agencies and not provid-

ing equal opportunity to obtain evidence to civil litigants, who are struggling to 

protect their name and brand. The paper has examined the various laws that exist 

in the UK and US for dealing with retaliatory feedback. These have included not 

only dedicated Internet trolling laws, but some more general harassment, incite-

ment, defamation and anti-terrorism. Having investigated the way the FBI, mili-

tary and other agencies are working together within the Department of Homeland 

Security in the US, it would seem to make sense that the new National Crime 

Agency (NCA) in the UK, if put together with the military when they are operating 

at home and work with the new Police and Crime Commissioners, could create 

a  “ Community Command ”  to enable better responses to cyber-crime. In particu-

lar, it could do this by enabling not only the law enforcement agencies in the 

public sector to have access to its surveillance evidence, but also those members 

of the public trying to gain evidence for civil litigation. Military personnel should 

be part of the Home Office when they are at home, and the Ministry of Defence 

when away. The Ministry of Defence should merge with the Department for Inter-

national Development after losing this responsibility, in order to focus on peace 

keeping and overseas development. The amount of law enforcement time spent 

on issues such as cybercrime, as opposed to public order could be increased, 

such as through the expansion of the NCA. Military personnel need only change 

their uniforms to look like police officers, and have the necessary powers also. 

This would means the existence of a standing army could be reduced. By moving 

police detectives from community focused units to global crime-solving duties 

such as cybercrime, within the NCA, would enable them to more effective dealing 

with retaliatory feedback. This could then lead to community policing duties 
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being part of local authorities, who by replacing constables community wardens, 

could more affordably act as “bobbies on the beat,” and could be accountable to 

Police and Crime Commissioners. It is clear that the new agencies introduced by 

the Coalition Government need to be conserved and have their remit extended 

in order to achieve the aim of being tough on crime and tough on the causes of 

crime, which was envisaged by the previous New Labour Government.   
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